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	Microsoft Visual Foxpro 6.0 Programmer's Guide, 9781572318687 (1572318686), Microsoft Press, 1998
The MICROSOFT VISUAL FOXPRO 6.0 PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE is a comprehensive resource for the beginning to intermediate programmer using the Visual FoxPro 6.0 development tool. It provides a thorough introduction to application development using Visual FoxPro 6.0 design tools and object-oriented programming techniques. Discover the enhanced development environment and master new capabilities, such as powerful ActiveX extensibility, increased performance, and improved connectivity.
MICROSOFT VISUAL FOXPRO 6.0 PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE documents the features and the programming interface for the latest version of Microsoft Visual FoxPro. Topics include: Programming fundamentals Introduction to Visual FoxPro 6.0 design tools and object-oriented programming Optimizing and distributing applications 
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Real World Instrumentation with Python: Automated Data Acquisition and Control SystemsO'Reilly, 2010

	This is a book about automated instrumentation, and the automated control systems used with automated instrumentation. We will look at how to use the Python programming language to quickly and easily implement automated instrumentation and control systems.


	Automated instrumentation can be found in a wide variety of settings,...


		

Clustering (IEEE Press Series on Computational Intelligence)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Clustering has become an increasingly important topic in recent years, caused by the glut of data from a wide variety of disciplines. However, due to the lack of good communication among these communities, similar theories or algorithms are redeveloped many times, causing unnecessary waste of time and resources. Furthermore, different terminologies...

		

Teaching Academic ESL Writing: Practical Techniques in Vocabulary and Grammar (ESL and Applied Linguistics Professional)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
This work attempts to fill an important gap in teacher professional preparation by focusing on the grammatical and lexical features that are essential for all ESL writing teachers and student-writers to know. The fundamental assumption is that before students of English for academic purposes can begin to successfully produce academic writing, they...




	

M-Learning: Mobile E-LearningHRD Press, 2006
Imagine yourself stuck in a busy airport chock full of business commuters, watching delay after delay post to the digital screen that announces incoming and departing flights. You have your e-ticket confirmation in one hand and a handheld device in the other. Rather than allowing your time to be completely wasted by circumstances beyond your...

		

Hadoop in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		Hadoop in Action teaches readers how to use Hadoop and write MapReduce programs. The intended readers are programmers, architects, and project managers who have to process large amounts of data offline. Hadoop in Action will lead the reader from obtaining a copy of Hadoop to setting it up in a cluster and writing data...



		

Docker in PracticeManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		An open source container system, Docker makes deploying applications painless and flexible. Docker is powerful and simple to use, and it makes life easier for developers and administrators alike providing shorter build times, fewer production bugs, and effortless application roll-out.

	
		About...
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